by
The Gloucestershire team which won the 2015 Royal London Cup
http://www.espncricinfo.com/royal-london-one-day-cup-2015/engine/match/804869.html
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Across
1 9 has had enough
meeting queen (6)
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4 Asian capital where
Hobbs possibly misses out
on century during missile
attack's opening (8)

11

12

13

10 Find out when sure (9)
14

11 7 makes mark among
Star Wars villains (5)

15

16

17
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12 10 beams don't start
(5)

19

20

21

22

13 Take court action over
black mark - in the end,
honour is what keeps you
going (9)

23

24

27

14 Soft drink salesmen
and journalist return as
bandits (10)

25

26

28

29

30

16 2 makes an impression
(4)
19 Pulls the legs of young
goats (4)
20 So let's drag out the
veterans! (3,7)
23 Popular princess
before a hot drink (6,3)
26 11's income essentially
honest (5)

Down
1 (Rather obscurely)
deceived force hit hard
(7)
2 Poorly-written code is
all in a limited area (9)

27 Cook's resistance fills a
small volume (5)

3 Horrid women get
energy - head for the
exits! (8)

28 Curry is peculiar
without a hint of salt or
accompaniment (5,4)

5 6 gags, swapping
nitrogen for potassium (5)

29 3 used horse next to
pile of hay (8)
30 In the underworld, it
hurts 5 (6)

6 Heartless banks ruined
top-class hotel in Arab
business area (6)

7 Be the champion - it
sounds like play should
stop (5)
8 One time legendary
Yorks all-rounder needs a
drink (7)
9 4 damages concert
venue (8)
15 Jazz devotees in small
joint put up something in
the way (8)
17 It's in character for
Bresnan to replace
contents of envelope
whenever possible (5,4)

18 Huge city in South
Africa Collingwood
perhaps ducks around
(3,5)
19 1 will wait around
after the end of the week
(7)
21 One hopes an umpire
can get sheep in trade
(3,4)
22 8 bewildered royalty
after losing foot (6)
24 Used towel on doctor
that's dead (5)
25 Spinner in charge of
theme (5)

